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This article presents an innovative study of the effect of individual states and private
institutes in pushing forward stem cell research despite a federal ban on creating new
stem cell lines. The authoranalyzes the impact of state legislation,proposing that states
are reacting to federal policy by serving as laboratories for what is traditionally
federally funded biomedical research.
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This article examines the ethical and legal implications of conscience clauses, which
allow pharmacists to refuse to fill prescriptionsfor oral contraceptivesdue to their belief
that they may constitute abortifacients.The authorprovides an informative background
on contraception and the history of how abortion has been viewed in this country, then
takes a critical look at some of the conscience laws already in existence, using a
bioethical framework to examine them. She concludes by providing suggestions to
reduce the negative ethical implications resulting from the enactment of conscience
clauses.
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This article draws important lessons from the history of tobacco litigation that can be
applied to the current obesity problem in the United States. The author's close analysis
of potentialissues surroundingthe obesity problem in this country yields the conclusion
that litigation alone may not be the best answer. Her article offers a compelling
perspective on the history of tobacco litigation, a thorough analysis of the issues
surroundingthe obesity problem and several potentialperspectives on dealing with the
situation at hand.
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Set amidst the backdrop of risingprescriptiondrug costs and a renewed governmental
commitment to combating fraud, this article highlights recent enforcement actions
againstthe pharmaceuticalindustry. In an effort to clarify today's turbulent regulatory
landscape,the authors also explore the elements of a successful compliance programfor
pharmaceuticalmanufacturersand identify the major areas of concern for the future.
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In this article, the author draws from his own experience as a doctor in describing the
issues the uninsured patient population faces. Pointing out that neither the U.S.
Constitution nor case law provides a positive right to health care, the author describes
the parameters of federal health care funding and ultimately concludes that universal
health care cannot be fully achieved in the U.S.
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